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User search category predictor
Nº publicación AU2021272172A1 05/01/2023
Solicitantes

MERCARI INC

Resumen

Described herein are embodiments for improving search engine
results of listings of For Sale Objects (FSOs). A search engine
may be improved by implementing rules that resolve ambiguity
between listings for different (FSOs) that match the same
search inputs. An unsupervised machine learning module may
evaluate candidate rules and identify improvements that may
not be obvious to a human evaluator. An ecommerce site that
combines the improved search engine with the unsupervised
machine learning module may dynamically evaluate search
results using different candidate rules and iteratively improve
search results.

DEEP LEARNING-BASED WORD RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM FOR PREDICTING AND IMPROVING FOREIGN LANGUAGE
LEARNER'S VOCABULARY ABILITY
Nº publicación WO2022270840A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

RIIID INC [KR]

Resumen

A method for recommending a word to a user by a server in the
present specification may comprise: receiving training data from
a network; training an AI model by using the training data;
inputting (1) a user vector and (2) a word vector to the AI model
on the basis of the trained AI model; generating (1) a user
embedding vector and (2) a word-embedding vector for
determining whether a user knows the word related to the word
vector; inputting (1) the user-embedding vector and (2) the
word-embedding vector to a function for determining whether
the user knows the word related to the word vector; and
outputting, from the function, a resulting value for predicting
whether the user knows the word related to the word vector.
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ADVANCED DATA COLLECTION BLOCK IDENTIFICATION
Nº publicación US2022414397A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

METACLUSTER LT UAB [LT]

Resumen

Systems and methods that allow examination of response data
collected from content providers and provide for classification
and routing according to the classification. The process of
classification employs an unsupervised, or partially
unsupervised, Machine Learning classifier model for identifying
data collection responses that contains no data, mangled data,
or a block, for assigning a classification correspondingly and for
feeding the classification decision back to a data collection
platform.

METHOD, SYSTEM, AND CIRCUIT FOR EXTRACTING FEATURES FOR USE IN EMBEDDED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
MECHANISMS
Nº publicación US2022414496A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

STMICROELECTRONICS S R L [IT]

Resumen

System, method, and circuitry for utilizing sequential input inertial sensor data to calculate recursive features for
training a machine learning algorithm or for classifying the data as a known class. The recursive feature values of a
current data sample are calculating based on comparisons between the current data sample value and previous
recursive feature values. The recursive features include a recursive maximum, recursive minimum, recursive peak to
peak, recursive average, recursive root mean square, and recursive variance.

NETWORK DEVICES
Nº publicación US2022414500A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

JUNIPER NETWORKS INC [US]

Resumen

A network administration device may include one or more
processors to receive operational information regarding a
plurality of network devices; receive flow information relating to
at least one traffic flow; input the flow information to a model,
where the model is generated based on a machine learning
technique, and where the model is configured to identify
predicted performance information of one or more network
devices with regard to the at least one traffic flow based on the
operational information; determine path information for the at
least one traffic flow with regard to the one or more network
devices based on the predicted performance information;
and/or configure the one or more network devices to implement
the path information for the traffic flow.
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DYNAMIC RESPONSE PREDICTION FOR IMPROVED BOT TASK PROCESSING
Nº publicación US2022414502A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

LIVEPERSON INC [US]

Resumen

Systems and methods can be provided for predicting responses
during communication sessions with network devices. In some
implementations, systems and methods can facilitate predicting
responses using machine learning techniques. Messages
received through a platform can be stored in a repository. A
machine learning model may be trained using the stored
messages. When a terminal device is communicating with a
network device in a communication session, the messages
exchanged in the communication session and the machine
learning model can be used to predict future responses in
real-time. The predicted future responses can be presented at
the terminal device. A predicted response can be selected at
the terminal device. Upon selection, the selected predicted
response is transmitted to the network device during the
communication session.

ADVANCED RESPONSE PROCESSING IN WEB DATA COLLECTION
Nº publicación US2022414166A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

METACLUSTER LT UAB [LT]

Resumen

ADVANCED RESPONSE PROCESSING IN WEB DATA
COLLECTION discloses processor-implemented apparatuses,
methods, and systems of processing unstructured raw HTML
responses collected in the context of a data collection service,
the method comprising, in one embodiment, receiving raw
unstructured HTML documents and extracting text data with
associated meta information that may comprise style and
formatting information. In some embodiments data field tags
and values may be assigned to the text blocks extracted,
classifying the data based on the processing of Machine
Learning algorithms. Additionally, blocks of extracted data may
be grouped and re-grouped together and presented as a single
data point. In another embodiment the system may aggregate
and present the text data with the associated meta information
in a structured format. In certain embodiments the Machine
Learning model may be a model trained on a pre-created
training data set labeled manually or in an automatic fashion.
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PREDICTING AND REDUCING HARDWARE RELATED OUTAGES
Nº publicación US2022413951A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

T MOBILE USA INC [US]

Resumen

Disclosed here is a system to automatically predict and reduce
hardware related outages. The system can obtain a
performance indicator associated with a wireless
telecommunication network including a system performance
indicator or an application log, along with a machine learning
model trained to predict and resolve a hardware error based on
the performance indicator. The machine learning model can
detect an anomaly associated with the performance indicator by
detecting an infrequent occurrence in the performance
indicator. The machine learning model can determine whether
the anomaly is similar to a prior anomaly indicating a prior
hardware error. Upon determining that the anomaly is similar to
the prior hardware error, the machine learning model can
predict an occurrence of the hardware error.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR AN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE DRIVEN AGENT
Nº publicación US2022417278A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

KNOWBE4 INC [US]

Resumen

A system and method is described that sends multiple
simulated phishing emails, text messages, and/or phone calls
(e.g., via VoIP) varying the quantity, frequency, type,
sophistication, and combination using machine learning
algorithms or other forms of artificial intelligence. In some
implementations, some or all messages (email, text messages,
VoIP calls) in a campaign after the first simulated phishing
email, text message, or call may be used to direct the user to
open the first simulated phishing email or text message, or to
open the latest simulated phishing email or text message. In
some implementations, simulated phishing emails, text
messages, or phone calls of a campaign may be intended to
lure the user to perform a different requested action, such as
selecting a hyperlink in an email or text message, or returning a
voice call.
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Artificial Intelligence (AI)-Based Security Systems for Monitoring and Securing Physical Locations
Nº publicación US2022415138A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

BANK OF AMERICA CORP [US]

Resumen

Various aspects of the disclosure relate to monitoring a physical location to determine and/or predict anomalous
activities. One or more machine learning algorithms may be used to analyze inputs from one or more sensors,
cameras, audio recording equipment, and/or any other types of sensors to detect anomalous measurements/patterns.
Notifications may be sent one or more devices in a network based on the detection.

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR OPERATING A PERSONAL GROOMING APPLIANCE OR HOUSEHOLD CLEANING
APPLIANCE
Nº publicación US2022414879A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY [US]

Resumen

A system and method for operating a personal
grooming/household appliance, including: providing a personal
grooming/household appliance including at least one physical
sensor taken from a group consisting of: an orientation sensor,
an acceleration sensor, an inertial sensor, a global positioning
sensor, a pressure sensor, and a load sensor, audio sensor,
humidity sensor, and a temperature sensor; providing a camera
associated with the personal grooming/household appliance;
classifying data received from the physical sensor and from the
camera using at least one trained machine learning classifier to
generate an augmented classification; and providing user
feedback information based upon the augmented classification
or modifying operation of the grooming/household appliance
based upon the augmented classification.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR TRAINING MACHINE LEARNING MODELS
Nº publicación US2022414471A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

CAPITAL ONE SERVICES LLC [US]

Resumen

Methods and computer-readable media for repeated holdout
validation include collecting independent data representing
independent variables; collecting dependent data representing
a dependent variable; correlating the independent data with the
dependent data; creating a data set comprising the correlated
independent and dependent data; generating a plurality of
unique seeds; creating a plurality of training sets and a plurality
of validation sets; associating each training set with a single
validation set; training the neural network a plurality of times
with the training sets and seeds to create a plurality of models;
calculating accuracy metric values for the models using the
validation sets associated with the training sets used to create
respective models; performing a statistical analysis of the
accuracy metric values; and ranking the independent variables
by a strength of correlation of individual independent variables
with the dependent variable, when a metric of the statistical
analysis exceeds a threshold.

Using Cognitive Automation to monitor payment processing
Nº publicación US2022414624A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

BANK OF AMERICA CORP [US]

Resumen

Aspects of the disclosure relate to systems for processing
transactions between two entities. A transaction control
platform may determine attributes associated with different
transfer channels between the two entities. Based on the
determined attributes, the transaction control platform may
determine a transfer channel to be used for transmitting a
message corresponding to the transaction. The transaction
control platform may use machine learning algorithms to
identify an optimal transfer channel that meets particular
desired factors.
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STICKERING METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR LINKING CONTEXTUAL TEXT ELEMENTS TO ACTIONS
Nº publicación US2022414346A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

AI ROBOTICS LTD [CN]
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ROBOTICS PTE LTD [SG]

Resumen

A stickering system and method of managing electronic texts
and related actions for real-time reinforcement learning based
on machine learning, including: determining a contextual
element in at least a part of an electronic text; linking a set of
stickers with the contextual element and an action to define a
relationship; and configuring a knowledge structure, in which
the knowledge structure is re-configurable by storing the
relationship in a stickers database.

MITIGATING ADVERSARIAL ATTACKS FOR SIMULTANEOUS PREDICTION AND OPTIMIZATION OF MODELS
Nº publicación US2022414531A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

INT BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION [US]

Resumen

An approach for providing prediction and optimization of an adversarial machine-learning model is disclosed. The
approach can comprise of a training method for a defender that determines the optimal amount of adversarial training
that would prevent the task optimization model from taking wrong decisions caused by an adversarial attack from the
input into the model within the simultaneous predict and optimization framework. Essentially, the approach would train
a robust model via adversarial training. Based on the robust training model, the user can mitigate against potential
threats by (adversarial noise in the task-based optimization model) based on the given inputs from the machine
learning prediction that was produced by an input.

Edge Device Machine Learning
Nº publicación US2022414528A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

PAYPAL INC [US]

Resumen

Techniques are disclosed in which a computing device repeatedly trains, using a stream of user data received at the
computing device, a baseline model to generate a device-trained model, wherein the baseline model is trained at the
computing device without providing user data included in the stream to a server computer system. In some
embodiments, the computing device inputs, to the device-trained model, a set of characteristics associated with a
user request received from a user of the computing device, wherein the device-trained model outputs a score for the
user request. In some embodiments, the computing device transmits, to the server computer system, the score for the
user request, wherein the transmitting includes requesting a decision for the user request. In some embodiments, the
computing device performs an action associated with the user request in response to receiving a decision for the user
request from the server computer system.
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MACHINE LEARNING MODEL SCENARIO-BASED TRAINING SYSTEM
Nº publicación US2022414532A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

BANK OF AMERICA CORP [US]

Resumen

A need to retrain a machine learning model is determined based on identification of either a new scenario (i.e., new
grouping/population of data variables) or a modification to an existing/trained scenario (i.e., addition and/or deletion of
data variables in an already trained scenario). Change occurring across all of the data variables used in training the
machine learning model are monitored as opposed to monitoring only the data variables on an individual basis. When
concurrent change occurs across multiple inter-related data variables, the need to add or modify a scenario (i.e.,
retrain a machine learning model) is identified.

ECOMMERCE APPLICATION OPTIMIZATION FOR RECOMMENDATION SERVICES
Nº publicación US2022414497A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

NCR CORP [US]

Resumen

An ecommerce application (app) is enhanced to call an optimizer service during a user session with the app. The
optimizer service calls a recommendation service used by the app and returns recommended products to display
during the user session within the app. A machine-learning model of the optimizer service is called with the session
contexts or states for which the app is permitting recommendations along with the physical space that the app is
permitting for recommendations within each context. The model returns specific recommendations and specific types
of recommendations selected from the recommended products returned by the recommendation service and
identifies a total number of recommendations and recommendation types for each context within the allotted space
permitted by the app. The determined recommendations within their corresponding contexts are communicated from
the optimizer service to the app and displayed to the user during the session.

METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR PHYSIOLOGICALLY INFORMED ACCOUNT METRICS UTILIZING ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
Nº publicación US2022414788A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

KPN INNOVATIONS LLC [US]

Resumen

A system for physiologically informed account metrics. The
system includes a computing device configured to receive from
a remote device operated by a third party, an account inquiry.
The computing device is further configured to identify a
biological extraction related to a particular user. The computing
device is further configured to calculate a user account profile
utilizing the biological extraction wherein the user account
profile contains at least an element of user behavior data and at
least an element of user hazard data. The computing device is
further configured to generate an account machine-learning
model and determine a response to the account inquiry utilizing
an account metric.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DETERMINING EXPECTED LOSS USING A MACHINE LEARNING FRAMEWORK
Nº publicación US2022414495A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

THE TORONTO DOMINION BANK [CA]

Resumen

A computing device for predicting an expected loss for a set of claim transactions is provided. The computing device
predicts, at a first machine learning model, a claim frequency of the set of claim transactions over a given time period
and trained using historical frequency data and based on a segment type defining a type of claim, each type of
segment having peril types. The computing device also predicts, at a second machine learning model, claim severity
of the set of claim transactions during the given time period, the second machine learning model trained using
historical severity data and based on the segment type and the corresponding peril types. The computing device then
determines the expected loss for the set of claim transactions over the given time period by applying a product of
prediction of the first machine learning model and the second machine learning model.

METHOD, APPARATUS AND COMPUTER PROGRAM PRODUCT FOR GENERATING ENCOUNTER VECTORS AND CLIENT
VECTORS USING NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING MODELS
Nº publicación US2022414329A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

UNITEDHEALTH GROUP INCORPORATED [US]

Resumen

Methods, apparatuses, systems, computing devices, computing entities, and/or the like are provided. An example
method may include retrieving one or more record data elements associated with a client identifier; generating one or
more encounter vectors based at least in part on the one or more record data elements; generating a client vector
based at least in part on the one or more encounter vectors and a first natural language processing model; generating
a prediction data element based at least in part on the client vector and a machine learning model; and perform at
least one data operation based at least in part on the prediction data element.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR INTELLIGENTLY PROVIDING SUPPORTING INFORMATION USING MACHINE-LEARNING
Nº publicación US2022414545A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

ORACLE INT CORPORATION [US]

Resumen

Systems and methods for intelligently providing users with
supporting information based on big-data analyses of a data
set. Machine-learning algorithms may be executed using the
data set to identify correlations between data objects of the
data set. The correlations can be used to recommend
supporting information to a user. A user interface can be
provided to enable a user to initiate a process associated with
an event. In response to receiving the input, the system can
identify variables associated with the request. Based on these
variables, the system can retrieve output data of the
machine-learning algorithms to identify the supporting
information for the user.
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On-The-Fly Feeding of Personalized or Domain-Specific Submodels
Nº publicación US2022414542A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

GOOGLE LLC [US]

Resumen

The present disclosure relates generally to machine learning. More particularly, the present disclosure relates to
on-the-fly feeding of personalized, domain-specific, context-specific, and/or task-specific submodels as input to an
existing base model which has already been loaded into a memory (e.g., loaded into an existing session associated
with execution of a machine learning library).

MACHINE-LEARNING BASED DATA ENTRY DUPLICATION DETECTION AND MITIGATION AND METHODS THEREOF
Nº publicación US2022414074A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

CAPITAL ONE SERVICES LLC [US]

Resumen

Systems and methods of the present disclosure enable a
processor to automatically detect duplicate data entries by
receiving data entries associated with a user, where each data
entry includes a value, a time, an entity identifier, and a
location. Pairs of similar data entries are determined by
matching the entity identifier and the location pairs data entries.
Candidate duplicate data entries are determined based on a
proximity in time between data entries of the similar data
entries. For each candidate duplicate data entry, a feature
vector is generated including the entity identifier, location, value
and time, and each feature vector is submitted to a duplicate
classification model to automatically determine duplicate data
entries from the candidate duplicate data entries, the duplicate
classification model being trained according to a historical
dispute entries.
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Systems and methods for identity graph based fraud detection
Nº publicación AU2021302469A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

STRIPE INC [US]

Resumen

A method and apparatus for fraud detection during transactions
using identity graphs are described. The method may include
receiving, at a commerce platform system, a transaction from a
user having initial transaction attributes and transaction data.
The method may also include determining, by the commerce
platform system, an identity associated with the user, wherein
the identity is associated with additional transaction attributes
not received with the transaction. Furthermore, the method may
include accessing, by the commerce platform system, a feature
set associated with the initial transaction attributes and the
additional transaction attributes, wherein the feature set
comprises machine learning (ML) model features for detecting
transaction fraud. The method may also include performing, by
the commerce platform system, a machine learning model
analysis using the feature set and the transaction data to
determine a likelihood that the transaction is fraudulent, and
performing, by the commerce platforms system, the transaction
when the likelihood that the transaction is fraudulent does not
satisfy a transaction fraud threshold.

PREDICTIVE DATA ANALYSIS USING IMAGE REPRESENTATIONS OF CATEGORICAL AND SCALAR FEATURE DATA
Nº publicación US2022405928A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

OPTUM SERVICES IRELAND LTD [IE]

Resumen

There is a need for more effective and efficient predictive data
analysis solutions and/or more effective and efficient solutions
for generating image representations of categorical/scalar data.
Various embodiments of the present invention address one or
more of the noted technical challenges. In one example, a
method comprises receiving the one or more categorical input
features; generating an image representation of the one or
more categorical input features, wherein the image
representation comprises image region values each associated
with a categorical input feature, and further wherein each image
region value of the one or more image region values is
determined based at least in part on the corresponding
categorical input feature associated with the image region
value; and processing the image representation using an
image-based machine learning model to generate the
image-based predictions.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR DYNAMIC PASSPHRASES
Nº publicación US2022405381A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA [CA]

Resumen

A technical validation mechanism is described that includes the
use of facial feature recognition and tokenization technology
operating in combination with machine learning models can be
used such that specific facial or auditory characteristics of how
an originating script is effectuated can be used to train the
machine learning models, which can then be used to validate a
video or a particular dynamically generated passphrase by
comparing overlapping phonemes or phoneme transitions
between the originating script and the dynamically generated
passphrase.

DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT FOR UNSUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING
Nº publicación US2022405631A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

IBM [US]

Resumen

Techniques for qualitatively assessing unlabeled data in an unsupervised machine learning environment are
disclosed. In one example, a method comprises the following steps. A dataset of unlabeled data points is converted
into a graph structure. Nodes of the graph structure represent the unlabeled data points in the dataset and weighted
edges between at least a portion of the nodes represent similarity between the unlabeled data points represented by
the nodes. A metric is computed for each node of the graph structure. A value generated by the metric for a given
node represents a measure of dissimilarity between the corresponding unlabeled data point of the given node and
one or more other unlabeled data points of one or more other nodes. A subset of the dataset is generated by
removing one or more unlabeled data points from the dataset based on one or more values of the computed metric.

GENERATING ROADWAY CROSSING INTENT LABEL
Nº publicación US2022405618A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

WAYMO LLC [US]

Resumen

Methods, systems, and apparatus, including computer programs encoded on computer storage media, for generating
roadway crossing intent labels for training a machine learning model to perform roadway crossing intent predictions.
One of the methods includes obtaining data identifying a training input, the training input including data characterizing
an agent in an environment as of a given time, wherein the agent is located in a vicinity of a roadway in the
environment at the given time. Future data characterizing (i) the agent, (ii) the environment or (iii) both over a future
time period that is after the given time is obtained. From the future data, an intent label that indicates a likelihood that
the agent intended to cross the roadway at the given time is determined. The training input is associated with the
intent label in training data for training the machine learning model.
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UTILIZING USAGE SIGNAL TO PROVIDE AN INTELLIGENT USER EXPERIENCE
Nº publicación US2022405612A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

MICROSOFT TECHNOLOGY LICENSING LLC [US]

Resumen

A method and system for intelligently identifying relevant application features includes receiving a request to identify
the relevant application features for a file, the relevant application features being application features offered by an
application associated with the file, retrieving a file usage signal, the file usage signal being a signal stored with the
file and including data about user actions performed in the file over one or more sessions, providing the file usage
signal as an input to a machine-learning (ML) model to identify the relevant application features based on the file
usage signal, receiving from the ML model the identified relevant application features, determining a manner by which
the identified relevant application features should be presented for display, and providing data relating to at least one
of the identified relevant application features or the manner by which the identified relevant application should be
presented to the application.

INTELLIGENT UPDATING AND DATA PROCESSING FOR DEPLOYED MACHINE LEARNING MODELS
Nº publicación US2022405619A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

CERNER INNOVATION INC [US]

Resumen

Particular embodiments can update a deployed machine learning model with actual entity data depending on
anomalies detected in stream data, which can be stored to a computer object, such as a journal. Various
embodiments map particular subsets of a larger pool of raw input data to the particular models that need the input
data and store the raw input data to computer objects so that the corresponding machine learning models can make
predictions according to any suitable policy or triggering event on any of the data located in the computer objects.
Such mapping allows each machine learning model to continuously make predictions based on the data it needs.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR VALIDATING FORECASTING MACHINE LEARNING MODELS
Nº publicación US2022405611A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

VERIZON PATENT & LICENSING INC [US]

Resumen

A device may receive historical time series data and output data associated with a forecasting model and may
process the historical time series data and the output data, with a proxy regression model, to determine inference
data. The device may create perturbed data from the historical time series data, the output data, and the inference
data, and may process the perturbed data, with the proxy regression model, to generate labelled data and to identify
top features of the labelled data. The device may process subsets of the top features of the labelled data, with the
proxy regression model, to determine feature data identifying an importance of each of the subsets of the top
features, and may evaluate the proxy regression model and the feature data to calculate validation data for validating
the forecasting model. The device may validate the forecasting model with the validation data.

GENERATING AND PROVIDING TEAM MEMBER RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONTENT COLLABORATION
Nº publicación US2022405686A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

DROPBOX INC [US]

Resumen

The present disclosure is directed toward systems, methods, and non-transitory computer readable media for
identifying and recommending team members for target users from a content management system utilizing a machine
learning approach. In particular, the disclosed systems can generate a set of candidate team members from among
users of the content management system based on various factors such as access to a common digital content item.
In some embodiments, the disclosed systems further determine recommended team members from among the set of
candidate team members. For example, the disclosed systems can utilize a machine learning approach to generate
or predict recommended team members based on particular features extracted or determined for, or with respect to,
the various candidate team members. In certain implementations, the disclosed systems further provide a
recommended-team-member notification to notify a target user of a recommended team member.
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EXPLAINABLE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT
Nº publicación US2022405623A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

GOOGLE LLC [US]

Resumen

The disclosure is directed to a query-driven machine learning platform for generating feature attributions and other
data for interpreting the relationship between inputs and outputs of a machine learning model. The platform can
receive query statements for selecting data, training a machine learning model, and generating model explanation
data for the model. The platform can distribute processing for generating the model explanation data to scale in
response to requests to process selected data, including multiple records with a variety of different feature values.
The interface between a user device and the machine learning platform can streamline deployment of different model
explainability approaches across a variety of different machine learning models.

PROCESSING SYSTEM HAVING A MACHINE LEARNING ENGINE FOR PROVIDING A SURFACE DIMENSION OUTPUT
Nº publicación US2022405816A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

ALLSTATE INSURANCE CO [US]

Resumen

Systems and apparatuses for generating object dimension
outputs and predicted object outputs are provided. The system
may collect an image from a mobile device. The system may
analyze the image to determine whether it contains one or more
standardized reference objects. Based on analysis of the image
and the one or more standardized reference objects, the
system may determine an object dimension output. The system
may also determine a predicted object output that includes
additional objects predicted to be in a room corresponding to
the image. Using object dimension outputs and the predicted
object output, the system may determine an estimated repair
cost.
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UTILIZING MACHINE-LEARNING MODELS TO CREATE TARGET AUDIENCES WITH CUSTOMIZED AUTO-TUNABLE REACH
AND ACCURACY
Nº publicación US2022405806A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

ADOBE INC [US]

Resumen

This disclosure describes one or more implementations of a
model segmentation system that generates accurate audience
segments for client devices/individuals utilizing multi-class
decision tree machine-learning models. For example, in various
implementations, the model segmentation system generates a
customized loss penalty matrix from multiple loss penalty
matrices. In particular, the model segmentation system can
generate regression mappings of model evaluation metrics for a
plurality of decision tree models and combine loss penalty
matrices based on the regression mappings to generate a
customized loss penalty matrix that best fits an administrator's
customized needs of segment accuracy and reach. The model
segmentation system then utilizes the customized loss penalty
matrix to train a multi-class decision tree machine-learning
model to classify client devices into non-overlapping audience
segments. Further, in one or more implementations, the model
segmentation system refines the multi-class decision tree
machine-learning model based on adjusting the tree depth.

CLOUD BASED MACHINE LEARNING
Nº publicación US2022405637A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

SNAP INC [US]

Resumen

Disclosed are various embodiments for implementing
computational tasks in a cloud environment in one or more
operating system level virtualized containers. A parameter file
can specify different parameters including hardware
parameters, library parameters, user code parameters, and job
parameters (e.g., sets of hyperparameters). The parameter file
can be converted via a mapping and implemented in a
cloud-based container platform.
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BLACKBOX OPTIMIZATION VIA MODEL ENSEMBLING
Nº publicación US2022405531A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

ETSY INC [US]

Resumen

Methods, systems, and apparatus, including computer programs encoded on a computer storage medium, for
optimizing a plurality of parameters of a black box system with respect to a distribution of the plurality of parameters
are disclosed. Methods can include obtaining a fitness function of the black box system and a training dataset
including multiple training samples. Methods can further include training an ensemble of machine learning model
wherein during each iteration of the training process an output of the system is generated for each of the multiple
training samples. During each iteration, a predictive value is also generated using an ensemble of machine learning
models. A natural gradient is determined based on the output of the system and the predictive value. The ensemble
of machine learning models is then trained using the natural gradient.

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR IMPROVED FEATURE DEFINITION USING SUBSEQUENCE CLASSIFICATION
Nº publicación US2022405475A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

WINTERLIGHT LABS INC [CA]

Resumen

A feature set for performing classification of datasets such as
speech transcripts by a machine learning classifier model is
constructed using identification of features of interest through
classification of subsequences of the dataset. An anchor
comprising a class-differentiating token is identified, and
subsequences of different lengths comprising the anchors and
surrounding tokens are generated. The subsequence length
producing a best performing classifier is selected. A feature set
is then generated using transcript-level aggregates of
token-level features for tokens in the dataset within that
subsequence lengths length. The feature set may be added to
a previously defined feature set for the dataset.

WAYPOINT IDENTIFICATION IN ASSOCIATION WITH ROUTE NAVIGATION
Nº publicación US2022404156A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

CAPITAL ONE SERVICES LLC [US]

Resumen

In some implementations, a system may identify, using a machine learning model, a pattern of events based on
account information associated with a user. The system may generate a prediction of a time period during which a
predicted event, associated with the pattern of events, is predicted to occur. The system may receive an indication
that a vehicle, associated with the user, is to travel a route from a starting location to an ending location during the
time period. The system may identify a physical location associated with the predicted event based on a location
associated with the vehicle or based on the route. The system may generate a new route that includes the starting
location, the physical location as a waypoint along the new route, and the ending location. The system may transmit
information that identifies the new route to a device associated with the vehicle.
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MACHINE LEARNING-BASED CLEAN ROOM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND METHOD
Nº publicación KR20220164976A 14/12/2022
Solicitantes

충북대학교산학협력단

Resumen

머신러닝 기반 클린룸 관리 시스템 및 방법이 개시된다. 본 발명의 일실시예에 따른, 머신러닝 기반 클린룸 관리
시스템은, 클린룸에 설치되는 환경정보 센서에 의해 생성된 클린룸 환경센서 데이터와, 상기 클린룸과 관련한
제조공정 데이터를 수집하는 데이터 수집부와, 상기 클린룸 환경센서 데이터와 상기 제조공정 데이터를 이용하여,
상기 클린룸에 관한 클린룸 상태를 판단하는 데이터분석 및 머신러닝부, 및 상기 판단된 클린룸 상태에 따라, 상기
클린룸을 동작시키는 설비를 제어하여 상기 클린룸을 최적화시키는 제어 및 실행부를 포함한다.

NETWORK DEVICES ASSISTED BY MACHINE LEARNING
Nº publicación US2022400124A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

MELLANOX TECHNOLOGIES LTD [IL]

Resumen

Devices and methods to identify malicious usage of a network
device. In at least one embodiment, a network device
comprises circuitry for performing a networking function and
collecting telemetry data indicative of the performance of the
networking function. The network device obtains an inference of
a network traffic pattern using a machine learning model, and
responds to the inference.

COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED SYSTEMS CONFIGURED FOR AUTOMATED MACHINE LEARNING CONTACT PRIORITY
PREDICTION FOR ELECTRONIC MESSAGES AND METHODS OF USE THEREOF
Nº publicación US2022400095A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

CAPITAL ONE SERVICES LLC [US]

Resumen

In order to facilitate automatic message prioritization, systems
and methods are described including a processor that receives
electronic messages, where each electronic message is
associated with a sender and a recipient. The processor utilizes
a message prioritization machine learning model to predict a
current prioritized ordering of the electronic messages based on
parameters associated with each electronic message, where
the parameters include a calendar event parameter
representing a calendar event associated with each electronic
message, a personnel parameter associated with the sender of
each electronic message, and a message subject parameter
associated with a subject of each electronic message, where
the current prioritized ordering includes an order of notification
of each electronic message according to priority based on an
interaction history of historical electronic messages associated
with the sender The processor causes to display the electronic
messages according to the current prioritized ordering.
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GENERATING AND EXECUTING AUTOMATIC SUGGESTIONS TO MODIFY DATA OF INGESTED DATA COLLECTIONS
WITHOUT ADDITIONAL DATA INGESTION
Nº publicación US2022398230A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

ADOBE INC [US]

Resumen

The present disclosure relates to systems, non-transitory computer-readable media, and methods for generating
automatic suggestions to effectively modify the organization of an ingested data collection without destruction of the
underlying raw data. In particular, in one or more embodiments, the disclosed systems utilize multiple machine
learning models in sequence to determine likelihoods that the organizational structure of an ingested data collection
should be modified in various ways. In response to generating these likelihoods, the disclosed systems generate
corresponding automatic suggestions to modify the organization of the ingested data collection. In response to a
detected selection of one or more of the automatic suggestions, the disclosed systems read data out of the ingested
data collection in accordance with the selected automatic suggestions to effectively modify the organization of the
ingested data collection.

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR TUNING A HYPERPARAMETER OF A MACHINE-LEARNING ALGORITHM
Nº publicación US2022397910A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

VOLVO AUTONOMOUS SOLUTIONS AB [SE]

Resumen

A computer-implemented method of managing a
machine-learning, ML, algorithm which is dependent on one or
more hyperparameters is described. The method comprises:
providing a plurality of instances of the ML algorithm using
different values of the hyperparameters; obtaining a plurality of
input states; mapping each predefined input to a plurality of
outputs using the instances of the ML algorithm; evaluating a
predefined quality metric for the outputs; and on the basis of
statistics of the quality metric for the outputs, selecting at least
one instance of the ML algorithm for continued use. In some
embodiments, a technical system is controlled using one
primary instance of the ML algorithm. If the selected instance of
the ML algorithm is not the primary instance, the primary
instance may optionally be replaced by the selected instance.
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INFORMATION LEAKAGE DETECTION METHOD AND DEVICE USING THE SAME
Nº publicación US2022400133A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

ACER CYBER SECURITY INCORPORATED [TW]

Resumen

An information leakage detection method and a device using
the same are disclosed. The method includes the following
steps. Network connection data of an electronic device is
obtained. Log data related to a (domain name system) DNS is
extracted from the network connection data. A DNS request in
the log data is analyzed to obtain multiple character distribution
feature values according to an analysis result. The character
distribution feature values reflect a character distribution status
of a domain name in the DNS request under different
classification rules. A machine learning model determines
whether the DNS request is a malicious DNS request according
to the character distribution feature values, and the malicious
DNS request is used to carry leaked data to a remote host.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR MACHINE-LEARNING BASED SEVERITY MODELING FOR ONCOLOGY BASED
ON INCONSISTENT CANCER STAGE DATA RECORDS
Nº publicación US2022399125A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

OPTUM INC [US]

Resumen

To automatically model oncology treatment severity levels for a particular patient, a plurality of independently
generated and potentially inconsistent observation data records are received for a patient. A condition-specific
plurality of observation data records each having a common cancer type identifier are selected, and those
condition-specific observation records are filtered to potentially eliminate one or more observation data records failing
to satisfy one or more preliminary filter criteria. A specific pre-processing process for the remaining observation data
records is executed to generate one or more output data records having at least one shared identifier, and the output
data records are provided as model input to a machine-learning based severity model to generate a severity score for
the patient.

AUTONOMOUS AND OPTIMIZED CLONING, REINSTATING, AND ARCHIVING OF AN APPLICATION IN A CONTAINERIZED
PLATFORM
Nº publicación US2022398092A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

IBM [US]

Resumen

An approach is provided for autonomous and optimal cloning, reinstating, and archiving of a containerized application.
Application metadata is obtained from a catalog. Cloning rules specifying cloning an application are obtained.
Application components are selected for cloning and the cloning is determined to be compliant with the cloning rules.
The application components are cloned and data for the clone is saved to a clone repository. The catalog is updated
with specifications of the cloned application components. Reinstating rules specifying reinstating a clone of the
application are obtained. Reinstating the clone is determined to be compliant with the reinstating rules. The catalog is
updated with specifications of the reinstated clone. In one embodiment, the catalog is updated with inferred
associations among applications and identified rules associated with the application, where the inferred associations
and identified rules are generated by a trained machine learning-based classifier.
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ULTRASONIC SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR RECONFIGURING A MACHINE LEARNING MODEL USED WITHIN A VEHICLE
Nº publicación US2022398463A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

BOSCH GMBH ROBERT [DE]

Resumen

A method and system is disclosed for creating a machine
learning model that is reconfigurable. A fixed parameter model
is created to include fixed feature values obtained during a
training process for the machine learning model. The fixed
parameter model may include a fixed base classifier used by
the machine learning model to classify objects detected by an
ultra-sonic system within a vicinity of a vehicle. A configurable
parameter model may be created to include feature values that
are different from the fixed feature values, the configurable
parameter model including a modified base classifier. A vehicle
controller may receive and update the fixed parameter model
with the configurable parameter model. The machine learning
model may be updated to use the configurable parameter
model to classify the objects detected by the ultra-sonic system.
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NEURAL NETWORK EXPLANATION USING LOGIC
Nº publicación US2022398471A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

STANFORD RES INST INT [US]

Resumen

The explanation engine has a set of modules cooperating with
each other configured to evaluate layers in a hierarchical
architecture of a machine-based reasoning process that uses
machine learning. The set of modules cooperate to support an
explanation of how the machine-based reasoning process
arrived at its reported results of both a final/top level result as
well as corresponding intermediate output results. A messaging
module of the explanation engine can collect the top-level result
as well as one or more intermediate output results from
intermediate layers of the machine-based reasoning process.
Multiple layers of reasoning are associated with terminology
used in at least one of i) a problem to be solved and ii) a
domain pertinent to the problem in order to communicate how
the machine-based reasoning process came to its reported
results in a communication.

Personalization of a User Interface using Machine Learning
Nº publicación US2022398467A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

BOTTOMLINE TECH INC [US]

Resumen

A unique implementation of a machine learning application for
suggesting actions for a user to undertake is described herein.
The application transforms a history of user behavior into a set
of models that represent user actions given a set of
parameters. These models are then used to suggest that users
in a payments or banking environment take certain actions
based on their history. The models are created using the
DensiCube, random forest or k-means algorithms.
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Information Processing Method, Electronic Device, and Storage Medium
Nº publicación US2022398260A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

BEIJING BAIDU NETCOM SCI & TECH CO LTD [CN]

Resumen

An information processing method, an electronic device, and a
storage medium are provided, which relate to the field of
artificial intelligence technologies such as big data, knowledge
graphs, deep learning and the like. The method includes:
determining a first independence relationship according to a
plurality of variables and values respectively corresponding to
the plurality of variables, wherein the first independence
relationship includes: at least two variables of the plurality of
variables being relatively independent; determining a first
adjustment scheme according to the plurality of variables and
the first independence relationship; adjusting the first
independence relationship according to the first adjustment
scheme, to obtain a second independence relationship; and
obtaining a causal relationship information processing result
according to the second independence relationship.

Scoring autonomous vehicle trajectories using reasonable crowd data
Nº publicación GB2607835A 14/12/2022
Solicitantes

MOTIONAL AD LLC [US]

Resumen

A method for scoring one or more trajectories to train a
machine learning model. Obtaining a set of realisations of one
or more traffic scenarios wherein each realisation includes a
scenario and a trajectory of a vehicle through said scenario
1101. Converting using a rulebook the set of realisations into
lists of scores that correspond to how well the vehicle adheres
to the rules in the rulebook 1102. Predicting using a machine
learning model reasonableness score for the realisations 1103.
Obtaining using one or more processors, human annotations
from a plurality of human annotators indicating a
reasonableness of each trajectory 1104. Generating ground
truth data based on the human annotations 1105 minimising a
loss function that penalises predictions of scores that violate the
rulebook 1106. Determining parameters of the machine
learning model based on an output of the minimised loss
function 1107.
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EXPLAINABLE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT
Nº publicación WO2022271528A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

GOOGLE LLC [US]

Resumen

The disclosure is directed to a query-driven machine learning
platform for generating feature attributions and other data for
interpreting the relationship between inputs and outputs of a
machine learning model. The platform can receive query
statements for selecting data, training a machine learning
model, and generating model explanation data for the model.
The platform can distribute processing for generating the model
explanation data to scale in response to requests to process
selected data, including multiple records with a variety of
different feature values. The interface between a user device and the machine learning platform can streamline
deployment of different model explainability approaches across a variety of different machine learning models.

MACHINE LEARNING SYSTEM AND METHOD TO DETERMINE STEP UP AND STEP DOWN OF TREATMENTS
Nº publicación WO2022261125A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

RECIPROCAL LABS CORP [US]
RESMED INC [US]

Resumen

A system and method to determine a recommendation to change a treatment regimen of a respiratory ailment. The
treatment regimen includes multiple steps. Use data of a respiration medicament device to deliver controller or rescue
respiration medicament to a patient is collected via a communication interface. The use data is transmitted to a
storage device. The use data in the storage device is made accessible to a data analysis module. A patient value
associated with the treatment regimen is determined based on the collected use data and patient context data. A
comparison of the patient value is made to a threshold level. A recommendation to change the step of the treatment is
made based on the comparison to the threshold level. A notification of recommendation of the change of the step of
the treatment regimen is provided.

ADVANCED RESPONSE PROCESSING IN WEB DATA COLLECTION
Nº publicación WO2022268808A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

METACLUSTER LT UAB [LT]

Resumen

Advanced response processing in web data collection discloses
processor-implemented apparatuses, methods, and systems of
processing unstructured raw HTML responses collected in the
context of a data collection service, the method comprising, in
one embodiment, receiving raw unstructured HTML documents
and extracting text data with associated meta information that
may comprise style and formatting information. In some
embodiments data field tags and values may be assigned to the
text blocks extracted, classifying the data based on the
processing of Machine Learning algorithms. Additionally, blocks
of extracted data may be grouped and re-grouped together and
presented as a single data point. In another embodiment the
system may aggregate and present the text data with the
associated meta information in a structured format. In certain
embodiments the Machine Learning model may be a model
trained on a pre-created training data set labeled manually or in an automatic fashion.
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR GENERATING A DATA STRUCTURE USING GRAPHICAL MODELS
Nº publicación WO2022268495A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

BRYTER GMBH [DE]

Resumen

A system for generating a data structure using graphical
models includes a computing device configured to provide a
visual interface configured to provide a plurality of graphical
models of a plurality of rule modules and receive a relational
identification of at least a graphical representation of the
plurality of graphical models, the relational indication including
at least an entry indication and at least an exit indication, to
convert the relational identification into at least a decision tree
having at least a root node corresponding and at least a
terminal node, to train a machine-learning model to match
execution parameters to the at least a root node, and to
generate an execution result interface configured to receive at
least an execution parameter, map it to the at least a root node
using the machine-learning model, and generate an execution
result at the at least a terminal node.

INFORMATION LEAKAGE DETECTION METHOD AND DEVICE USING THE SAME
Nº publicación EP4102771A1 14/12/2022
Solicitantes

ACER CYBER SECURITY INCORPORATED [TW]

Resumen

An information leakage detection method and a device using
the same are disclosed. The method includes the following
steps. Network connection data of an electronic device (12) is
obtained. Log data related to a (domain name system) DNS is
extracted from the network connection data. A DNS request in
the log data is analyzed to obtain multiple character distribution
feature values according to an analysis result. The character
distribution feature values reflect a character distribution status
of a domain name in the DNS request under different
classification rules. A machine learning model (202) determines
whether the DNS request is a malicious DNS request (401)
according to the character distribution feature values, and the
malicious DNS request (401) is used to carry leaked data to a remote host (13).
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BLACKBOX OPTIMIZATION VIA MODEL ENSEMBLING
Nº publicación WO2022265782A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

ETSY INC [US]

Resumen

Methods, systems, and apparatus, including computer
programs encoded on a computer storage medium, for
optimizing a plurality of parameters of a black box system with
respect to a distribution of the plurality of parameters are
disclosed. Methods can include obtaining a fitness function of
the black box system and a training dataset including multiple
training samples. Methods can further include training an
ensemble of machine learning model wherein during each
iteration of the training process an output of the system is
generated for each of the multiple training samples. During
each iteration, a predictive value is also generated using an
ensemble of machine learning models. A natural gradient is
determined based on the output of the system and the
predictive value. The ensemble of machine learning models is
then trained using the natural gradient.

CLONING, REINSTATING, AND ARCHIVING OF AN APPLICATION IN A CONTAINERIZED PLATFORM
Nº publicación WO2022263138A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

IBM [US]
IBM UK [GB]

Resumen

An approach is described for autonomous and optimal cloning,
reinstating, and archiving of a containerized application.
Application metadata is obtained from a catalog. Cloning rules
specifying cloning an application are obtained. Application
components are selected for cloning and the cloning is
determined to be compliant with the cloning rules. The
application components are cloned and data for the clone is
saved to a clone repository. The catalog is updated with
specifications of the cloned application components.
Reinstating rules specifying reinstating a clone of the
application are obtained. Reinstating the clone is determined to
be compliant with the reinstating rules. The catalog is updated
with specifications of the reinstated clone. In one embodiment,
the catalog is updated with inferred associations among
applications and identified rules associated with the application,
where the inferred associations and identified rules are
generated by a trained machine learning-based classifier.
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Machine Learning Systems and Methods for Predicting Personal Information Using File Metadata
Nº publicación EP4107925A1 28/12/2022
Solicitantes

BIGID INC [US]

Resumen

Systems, methods and apparatuses are disclosed to efficiently
and accurately scan a plurality of documents located in any
number of unstructured data sources. Preprocessed metadata
is generated for each document and metadata features are
determined based on the preprocessed metadata. A trained
machine learning system may utilize the metadata features to
predict whether each of the documents contains personal
information, without requiring any information relating to the
content of such documents.

ANALYSIS DEVICE, ANALYSIS METHOD, AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM
Nº publicación EP4102418A1 14/12/2022
Solicitantes

KUBOTA NOZOMU [JP]

Resumen

Provided are an analysis device, an analysis method, and an
analysis program which predict the performance of a learning
model when learning processing is executed using multiple
algorithms. Using a predictive model produced by supervised
learning using first shape information representing a global
shape of a first loss function set for a prescribed problem and
the performance of the learning model as learning data, an
analysis device 10 predicts, for each of the multiple algorithms,
the performance of a learning model when machine learning by
the learning model is executed so that a second loss function
has a reduced value on the basis of second shape information
representing a global shape of the second loss function set for
a new problem.
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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR ADDRESSING INTENTS USING MACHINE LEARNING
Nº publicación WO2022263005A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

ERICSSON TELEFON AB L M [SE]

Resumen

Methods and apparatus for addressing intents using machine learning (ML) are provided. A method of operation for a
node implementing ML, wherein the node instructs actions in an environment in accordance with a policy generated
by a ML agent, and wherein the ML agent models the environment, comprises obtaining an intent, wherein the intent
specifies one or more criteria to be satisfied by the environment. The method further comprises determining an intent
cluster from among a plurality of intent clusters to which the intent maps, the determination being based on the criteria
specified by the intent, and setting initialisation parameters for a ML model to be used to model the intent, based on
the determined intent cluster. The method also comprises training the ML model using training data specific to the
intent, and generating one or more suggested actions to be performed on the environment using the trained ML
model.
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